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No MSMEs, No ‘Make in India’
By R.Chandrakanth

T

he faster the
realisation on
the part of the
government and also
the original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs)
that the base for defence
industrial eco-system is the
micro, small and medium
enterprises (MSMEs),
the faster will there be
translation of the ‘Make
in India’ programme. We
hear of this intent from the
government intent, now
and then and it has come
out with some policies
accordingly. However,
much needs to be done,
policy-wise, to ensure
that the MSMEs not just
survive, but thrive. They
thrive, the OEM’s thrive.
The Centre has been
aggressively promoting the
‘Make in India’ programme
and is also laying emphasis
on MSMEs, but somewhere
along the bureaucratic
maze there are stumbling
blocks. For the bureaucracy,
the MSMEs come only as
an afterthought, while it
should be right up there.
At various forums,
speaker after speaker have
talked about the immense
opportunities that have
opened up in the defence
industrial realm and how
policy tweaks are necessary,
if MSMEs have to flourish.
Mr. Prakash Pushpak, the
Chairman of the MSME
Defence Suppliers Group
of FISME (Federation of
Indian Micro and Small &
Medium Enteprises) and
the Managing Director
of Pushpak Products
India Pvt Ltd, mentions
how the ‘Make in India’
programme, while being
a good initiative, has just
remained on paper. “Unless
the officials understand
the issues on the ground,
the MSME sector will
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continue to struggle,
living in an uncertain
business environment.”
Uncertain Orders
Narrating how MSMEs
lived on ‘uncertainity
of orders by the OEMs’,
Prakash said “sustainability
is not there for MSMEs.
For instance, I develop
a product, investing
substantially, and then the
Defence PSU calls for a
tender where the L1 bags
the order, then all my efforts
of product development
goes waste. There has to
be consistency of orders.”
The rationale to opt for L1
needs to be questioned, he
adds stating that underquoting to win an order
does not really help either
the vendor or the OEM
and in the end there will
be cost overruns, delays,
sub-standard product
etc. Standardisation of
pricing is essential.
He mentioned how the
MSME Defence Suppliers
Group (MDSG) had been
created to link the existing
and aspiring suppliers
with the high value added
defence capital acquisition
market. The particular
focus of FISME has been
to link MSMEs with the
lucrative Make I and II
initiative of the defence
ministry under which
projects up to Rs. 25 crores
are reserved for MSMEs
with government bearing
the development costs.
Echoing similar thoughts
at a meeting, Lt. Gen.
Subrata Saha (Retd),
Director General of
Society of Indian Defence
Manufacturers (a wing of
the Confederation of Indian
Industries) said there are
numerous opportunities
for MSMEs created by the
Defence Offset clause
imbibed in the import
orders placed in defence

contracts. The SIDM plays a
role as a facilitator between
foreign players and Indian
industries in identifying
and developing the right
partnerships. Within
a year of its existence,
SIDM has developed
foreign partnerships
from five countries.
As per the revised
guidelines in the Defence
Procurement Procedure
(DPP) 2016, any capital
acquisition categorized
as ‘Buy (Global) or ‘Buy or
Make with ToT’ with value
of Rs. 300 crore or more,
is required to offset 30
% of the value of foreign
exchange spent through
Indian Offset Partners (IOP).
This offset is discharged
through various means such
as purchase (of goods or
services) and investments
(foreign direct investment
– FDI or through transfer of
technology). This clause has
been fine-tuned to support
the MSMEs through a
multiplier clause. Offsets
made through MSMEs will
be counted as 1.5 times
the actual offsets made.
Thus the MSMEs (not just
aerospace and defence)
have the potential to be
the engine for growth,
provided the government
puts in place the right set
of support and an enabling
framework. The share of
MSMEs in GDP was 28.77
in 2015-16 and it has been
hovering around in that
range for some years now.
However, it has potential
to go up as ‘Make in India’
gathers momentum. It
has potential to generate
employment to the
extent of 50 per cent of
the overall employment,
more than doubling the
current MSME workforce
of 110 million across
agricultural, manufacturing
and services sectors. As
regards MSMEs pertaining
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to defence & aerospace sectors,
in 2014 the sector size was
estimated at 216 (000 INR crores)
and expected to touch 340
(000 INR crores) by 2020. The
compounded annual growth
rate till 2020 has been pegged
at 8 per cent and the current
employment is three million.
The employment rate can go
up exponentially only if there
were more facilities to train and
impart manufacturing skills
to the younger generation.
Finding skilled manpower in
the sector is a major challenge.
Prakash states that there are
other challenges too including
access to funding and not having
a cluster-concept. Welcoming
the work that is going on in the
aerospace park in Bengaluru
and the proposed defence
industry production corridors
(one in Tamil Nadu and the
other in Uttar Pradesh), Prakash
said the synergies of different
units in the cluster would
accelerate the development of
a much needed ‘eco-system’
for defence production.
Defence production corridor
to make difference
The Government has stated
that the defence production
corridor would provide an
impetus to defence production
in the country and promote
regional development too. The
corridor in Tamil Nadu will spur
manufacturing in Chennai,
Coimbatore, Trichy, Salem etc. As
regards Bengaluru, it is already
a hub of precision engineering
and software development and
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a hotspot for defence suppliers,
with a significant share of
MSMEs. The heartening part is
that over the last decade or so,
the MSMEs have emerged as
a dynamic sector and with the
‘Make in India’ programme the
MSMEs are helping in shifting
the focus away from the services
sector to manufacturing.
There has to be fair amount of
handholding that needs to be
done for MSMEs by some of the
major defence units, both public
and private. The public sector
units are doing that but that
we are told is not enough. For
instance HAL has implemented
the procurement policy for micro
and small enterprises which
extends facilities to MSEs such
as issuance of tender sets free of
cost, exemption from payment
of earnest money deposit (EMD),
L1+15 per cent price preference
and free registration for Startups.
The importance of MSMEs
can be gauged from the fact
that the Committee of Experts
under the Chairmanship of
Dhirendra Singh had in its report
stated that almost 80 per cent
of components, aggregates and
assemblies of complex weapon
systems and aircraft are made by
MSMEs, which are part of supply
chains. The report submitted
in July 2015 put the number
of MSMEs at nearly 6,000 then
and in these three years the
assumption is that the number
has grown considerably with
the ‘Make in India’ programme
getting a massive push.
Vendor base needs to expand

The Director, Planning and
Coordination, Ministry of
Defence, Ravin Kulshrestha said
“We are looking to increase our
vendor base as self-reliance
and indigenisation are crucial.”
There was a call to all the
MSMEs to take advantage of the
policies and to start by ‘picking
the low hanging fruits’. The
Defence Research Development

Organisation (DRDO) has
opened up 26 technologies
that the private sector can
tap and commercialise.
The contribution of MSEs
towards total domestic
procurement from vendors
by Ordnance Factory Board
(OFB) and DPSUs has been
encouraging, but it needs
to be stepped up.
Domestic procurement
from MSEs by OFB / DPSUs :Financial Year Procurement
value (in crores of Rs.)
2014-15 Rs. 3301.17
2015-16 Rs. 3701.08
2016-17 Rs. 4256.93

To prop up the MSMEs the
government has tweaked the
DPP-2016 and they include:
* In ‘Make’ category of capital
acquisition, Government funded
projects with estimated cost
of prototype development
phase not exceeding Rs.10
crore and Industry funded
projects with estimated cost
of prototype development
phase not exceeding Rs.3 crore
are reserved for MSMEs.
* It has been mandated to
involve MSME associations
while carrying out feasibility
studies for ‘Make’ projects.
MSMEs have also been granted
relaxation in the registration

and profitability criteria for
consideration as eligible “Indian
Vendor” for participation
in the ‘Make’ projects.
* In the discharge of offset
obligations, a multiplier of 1.50
will be permitted where MSMEs
are Indian Offset Partners (IOPs).
The MSMEs have to quickly
capitalise on the tweaked
policies, till such time a proper
eco-system falls in place.
MSMEs have started cracking
into the big budgeted
defence market. They can
do well, only if policies are
simplified. Also the MSMEs
need a bit of hand-holding.
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Everlasting Supremacy
in Indian Ocean Region

Admiral Sunil Lanba PVSM, AVSM, ADC
Chief of the Naval Staff
“The Indian Navy maintains a very high degree of mission-readiness and combat capability at
all times to respond to current and future strategic challenges. Our task groups are deployed on a
near-continuous basis in vital areas and our shore-based air assets are ever-ready to deploy across
our areas of maritime interest, to address any emerging threat or contingency. This readiness and
forward presence of our potent combat platforms also serves to deter potential adversaries from any
misadventure. This multi-pronged approach of the Indian Navy, allowing efficient and effective use
of our significant capabilities, in close coordination with our partners across the region, have enabled
the establishment of a safe and secure maritime environment across the IOR,” says Chief of the Naval
Staff, Admiral Sunil Lanba, PVSM, AVSM, ADC. In an interview with Aeromag, Admiral Lanba talks about
Navy’s growing presence in the Asia Pacific with special focus on its role as a potential tool for military
diplomacy.
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“The Indian Navy
has contributed
significantly under
India’s ‘Act East’
policy, by steadily
strengthening naval
and maritime relations
with countries in South
East and East Asia.
Our major multilateral
initiatives, such as the
Indian Ocean Naval
Symposium (IONS)
and MILAN, have had
significant positive
impact on the region’s
maritime security.”
Indian Navy is one of the most
powerful naval forces in the
world, guarding the maritime
interests and peace of the nation.
In the background of its growing
importance in the region, especially
in Asia Pacific, could you talk about
the challenges ahead and Navy’s
preparedness to face them?
The prevailing geo-strategic
environment is characterised by
simultaneous competition and
cooperation wherein great power
competition has assumed centrestage while regional powers
continue to assert themselves.
This has resulted in a complex,
uncertain and dynamic strategic
environment, where nations are
required to embrace a highly
flexible and responsive outlook.
The Indo-Pacific Region is at
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the vortex of the evolving geostrategic landscape.
The Indian Navy maintains a very
high degree of mission-readiness
and combat capability at all times
to respond to current and future
strategic challenges. Our task
groups are deployed on a nearcontinuous basis in vital areas
and our shore-based air assets
are ever-ready to deploy across
our areas of maritime interest, to
address any emerging threat or
contingency. This readiness and
forward presence of our potent
combat platforms also serves to
deter potential adversaries from
any misadventure.
The Indian Navy and continuously
endeavours to create a favourable
maritime environment and has
been proactively undertaking
capacity building and capability
enhancement initiatives with IOR
littoral nations. Our platforms
undertake
EEZ
surveillances,
coordinated patrols as well as
bilateral and multilateral exercises
with friendly maritime nations. We
have also undertaken installation
of Coastal Surveillance Systems
in IOR countries, to enhance their
maritime awareness.
The Indian Navy maintains a very
high level of maritime domain
awareness continuously monitors
all developments in the region,
which may impinge on the security
calculus. Relevant aspects are
regularly incorporated into our
strategic and operational plans.
Simultaneously, the Indian Navy’s
capability development plans are
regularly reviewed in relation to

threat assessments, and necessary
steps are taken to ensure optimal
preparedness at all times.
This multi-pronged approach of
the Indian Navy, allowing efficient
and effective use of our significant
capabilities, in close coordination
with our partners across the region,
have enabled the establishment
of a safe and secure maritime
environment across the IOR.
Recently, Defence Minister said
that apart from being the primary
instrument and manifestation
of nation’s maritime power, the
Indian Navy also established itself
as a potential tool for military
diplomacy. How do you comment
on this?
Navies, across the world, have
performed a diplomatic role
in addition to their military,
constabulary and benign roles. The
Indian Navy has been a valuable
tool for implementation of our
foreign policy. Maritime diplomacy
and foreign cooperation initiatives
are part our strategy to shape a
favourable and positive maritime
environment. These enable us to
engage friendly maritime forces
in multiple ways and at different
levels, building friendly relations,
projecting national and naval
image, underscoring our combat
capability, projecting deterrence,
and strengthening maritime
security in a cooperative manner
across our areas of maritime
interest.
The Indian Navy is engaged
with friendly island and littoral
nations, within the IOR and

beyond, in a number of ways.
Such engagement is carried
out through deployments for
EEZ surveillance and patrols,
anti-piracy patrols, coordinated
International
Maritime
Boundary Line (IMBL) patrols,
hydrographic surveys, capacity
building
initiatives,
naval
training engagements, technical
assistance, bilateral exercises
and port calls of ships including
transfer of naval hardware.
Training initiatives have also
been a significant part of our
interaction with friendly navies.
The
Indian
Navy
has
contributed significantly under
India’s ‘Act East’ policy, by
steadily strengthening naval and
maritime relations with countries
in South East and East Asia. Our
major multilateral initiatives,
such as the Indian Ocean Naval
Symposium (IONS) and MILAN,
have had significant positive
impact on the region’s maritime
security. These platforms have
promoted
consultative
and
cooperative
mechanisms,
towards evolution of common
understanding and approach
towards addressing regional
maritime security challenges
and contributed significantly to
national security and regional
stability.
Construction of the country’s
first indigenous aircraft carrier,
Vikrant, is going on at Cochin
Shipyard. Could you shed more
light onto the present status of
this project?
Significant
progress
in
construction of IAC-1 has been
made in recent months. The
construction
and
outfitting
activities are at an advanced
stage and ship construction has
entered into the trial phase with
commencement of trials and
testing of various equipment
and machinery. We must
appreciate that this is the largest
indigenously designed warship
and also the first ever aircraft
carrier that is being built in the
country. Therefore, the trials will
be extensive and might take a
considerable amount of time. We
should expect IAC-1 to join the
Navy as a fully combat worthy
platform in 2021.
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With the induction of the various types of aircraft, the total number of
aircraft in the Indian Navy inventory, to meet our operational requirements,
is likely to reach nearly 400 in the coming decade

The government gives prime
importance to the modernisation
of Armed Forces. In this scenario,
could you talk about Indian
Navy’s plans for new inductions
to the fleet as well as armoury?
The Navy’s modernisation
plans are aimed at inducting
capabilities
to
effectively
undertake missions across the
entire spectrum of conflict.
Towards ensuring that the Indian
Navy’s capabilities grow at pace
with the developing security
situation in the region, force
levels are being augmented and
modernised in accordance with
our long-term plans.
The Indian Navy accords high
priority to developing indigenous
shipbuilding capability. Presently,
34 ships and submarines are
under construction for the Navy,
of which 32 are being built in
various Indian shipyards. The
new Aircraft Carrier, IAC-1, is
under construction at M/s CSL,
Kochi. Four destroyers of Project
15B Class and seven frigates of
Project 17A Class are also under
construction in shipyards at
Mumbai and Kolkata and will be
delivered by 2021 onwards. Five
Naval Offshore Patrol Vessels
are under construction at M/s
Reliance Naval and Engineering
Limited, Gujarat. In addition,
the Kalvari class submarines
are under construction at M/s
Mazagaon Dock Ltd. The first
submarine of the Project, INS
Kalvari,
was
commissioned
last year and the second boat,
INS Khanderi, will be inducted
shortly.
Eight Landing Craft Utility
(LCU) MK IV ships are being
constructed by M/s GRSE, of
which the first four ships have
been commissioned and the next
four ships will be inducted over
the next few months.
In addition to these projects,
Acceptance of Necessity (AoN)
has been accorded for 53 ships
and six submarines. These
platforms will replace existing
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ships and submarines while also
augmenting our force levels.
Contracts have also been
signed for procurement of
four additional P8I, 12 Dornier
Aircraft, 16 ALH and eight Chetak
helicopters. Further, AoN for 24
Multi Role Helicopters (MRH)
and 111 Naval Utility Helicopters
(NUH) has also been accorded.
The NUH will be the first
acquisition to be pursued under
the Strategic Partnership Model.
The Indian Navy holds a mix
of weapons of varied vintage.
Modernisation
of
existing
weapons
and
procurement
of new weapons and systems
is an ongoing process. The
obsolescence
management
and capability enhancement
is achieved through Mid Life
Upgrade
(MLU),
wherein
vintage weapons are upgraded
through requisite modifications
and
replaced
with
more
contemporary
systems.
For
procurement of new weapon
systems, we are increasingly
seeking indigenous sources. We
have initiated some cases under
the ‘Make in India’ initiative
which will play an important
role in our effort to enhance
self-reliance, while maintaining
the ideal mix of state-of-the-art,
current and vintage weapons and
equipment.
The expansion of Naval Air Fleet
is still a huge challenge. Recently,
you said that the aviation arm
of the Indian Navy will double
its aircraft fleet in the coming
decade to nearly 400. How does
Navy plan to achieve this?
Aircraft acquisition in the
Indian Navy is planned to be
undertaken in accordance with
our capability development
roadmap, the Maritime Capability
and Perspective Plan (MCPP)
and Long Term Integrated
Perspective Plan (LTIPP). The
present MCPP caters for the
capabilities that the Indian Navy
seeks to induct by 2027. These
capabilities would require phase-

wise induction of Multi-Role
Carrier Based Fighters, Long
Range Maritime Reconnaissance
and Anti-Submarine Warfare
Aircraft,
Ship-borne
MultiRole and Utility Helicopters. In
addition, Medium Altitude Long
Endurance and High Altitude
Long
Endurance
Remotely
Piloted Aircraft are also needed
to augment existing surveillance
and patrol capabilities. The
Indian Navy presently has a fleet
of around 240 aircraft. With the
induction of the various types
of aircraft I have just mentioned,
the total number of aircraft in the
Indian Navy inventory, to meet
our operational requirements, is
likely to reach nearly 400 in the
coming decade.
Indigenisation is now one of the
prime focus areas of Indian Navy
and it has been supporting the
Make in India programme largely.
Could you tell us about Navy’s
initiatives to boost indigenisation
of its requirements and plans to
partner with private industry?
Indigenisation has been an
integral aspect of the Indian
Navy’s capability development
plans
since
Independence,
and there have been several
successful chapters thus far.
Starting
with
indigenous
construction of the first Leander
Class frigate in 1970, we have
now successfully commissioned
an indigenously built nuclear
submarine. This success has
been due to the multi-tiered
approach adopted to cater for
indigenisation at the equipment
and subsystem levels as well as
platform level.
For the equipment and
subsystem level we have set up
organisations like the Directorate
of Indigenisation at Integrated
Headquarters
Ministry
of
Defence (Navy) and the Defence
Machinery Design Establishment
at Secunderabad with associated
field units at Mumbai and
Visakhapatnam, which have
yielded rich dividends in

improving indigenous content
on board ships and submarines.
At
the
platform
level,
indigenous designs of ships and
submarines have been facilitated
by setting up professional design
organisations within the Navy.
The results achieved are there
for the nation to see with potent
Kolkata Class ships and the
nuclear submarine Arihant.
Indigenisation
activities
are being progressed with
involvement of all sections of
the Indian Industry including
Defence
Public
Sector
Undertakings, Public Sector
Undertakings, Large private
industries, Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises and also
some start-ups.
The initiatives taken by the
Navy have also been bolstered
by various initiatives of the
government. Introduction of
provisions for Make I and Make
II in DPP to boost indigenisation
and
introduction
of
the
Technology Development Fund
are examples of policies that are
enhancing participation of the
Indian private sector in defence.
The Indian Navy has taken
numerous initiatives in order to
sensitise private entities about its
indigenisation requirements, and
interacted with industry through
various outreach programmes. In
this year alone we have had 16
such interactions and exhibitions.
We also organised a Government
to Business meet to specifically
discuss various Make projects.
The Indian Navy remains
committed to indigenisation and
has broadened its outreach to
the industry by seeking greater
participation from the private
sector in defence projects.
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15 years of Global Experience
in Aerospace Industry

B

C Instruments India Pvt.
Ltd. is a 100% ExportOriented Unit catering to
the requirements of Aerospace,
Electronics, Medical Instruments
and other related Industries since
2004 to various customers in
North America, Europe and Asia.
It is an AS 9100:2018 Revision-D
and ISO 9001:2015 accredited
company operating from its
own 27,000 sq. ft. environment
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controlled facility at 1802/4,
G.I.D.C., Vithal Udyognagar,
Anand-388 121, Gujarat suitable
for high precision machining
with good housekeeping and
state-of-the-art machinery.
The company is first in Gujarat
to be certified to supply parts to
Aerospace Quality Management
System AS 9100:2016 and it
directly supplies to tier one
suppliers of Boeing and Airbus.

In house NADCAP approved Non
Destructive Testing (NDT) facility.
The company is equipped
with latest state-of-the-art CNC
Turning Lathes, CNC Turn Mill
Centers and Vertical Machining
Centers imported from NorthAmerica with machining capacity
of 7-axis, 6-axis, 5-axis etc.

They also have the competence
to machine various standards
of Stainless Steel, Aluminum,
Engineering
Plastics,
Nickel
Bronze, Beryllium Copper etc.
as per international standards
according to the customers’
requirements.

Assystem Technologies is now Expleo
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and society more connected, sustainable and secure. Every day we help businesses harness technological
change to successfully deliver innovations.

Xylem, 2A | ITPB Main Road, Mahadevapura
Bengaluru- 560048|Karnataka, India
Tel : +91 80 4036 7000 | Fax : +91 80 4036 7099 | Email: info-ina@expleogroup.com

expleogroup.com
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Globalization in aerospace
manufacturing:
Finding the right balance

Aravind Melligeri
Chairman & CEO, Aequs

T

op aircraft OEMs, Boeing
and Airbus, are slated
to deliver a combined
1600 airliners in FY2018-19,
according to the Wall Street
Journal. Considering the woes
of huge backlogs and increasing
competition, coupled with rising
manufacturing costs on their
home turfs, globalization has
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become a natural choice for these
OEMs and their Tier 1 suppliers.
Manufacturing for the aerospace
sector is a complex exercise for
a number of reasons. It is capital
intensive, has high technological
requirements and a prolonged
gestation period. Apart from
these, there are also the systemic
challenges manufacturers face in

terms of the globalized supply
chain itself.
The supply chains of the largest
OEMs like Boeing and Airbus are
amazingly complex. Thousands
of suppliers operating in multiple
geographic locations across the
globe fulfill myriads of contracts
awarded by these OEMs. It
becomes a humongous task
for all stakeholders to operate
efficiently and stay organized and
productive. How to enable an
organized effort? How to ensure
safety and quality of orders?
How to stay with the times and
prevent obsolescence due to
technological innovation? These
are some major issues that OEMs
are trying to address and resolve.
Route to globalization
The drive towards globalization
is fueled by the lowering of
trade
barriers,
decreasing
communication and transport
costs, the emergence of global
service firms and shortage of
skilled labour in home markets.
The rise in demand for civil
and military aircraft in the
Asia-Pacific and Middle-East
has put India in the spotlight
due to its liberalization of
civil aviation policies, offset
requirements, cost advantages,
liberal Special Economic Zone
law, well-educated talent pool
and the ability to leverage IT
competitiveness in engineering
services and manufacturing
expertise. With favorable policies

by the government to promote
the aerospace and defense
sector, private companies are
gearing up to leverage the
changing dynamics in the sector
and expand their capacity as well
as capabilities to absorb large
orders.
Mitigating the challenges
of globalization
Besides the complexity of a
globalized supply chain, it is
also at risk of decreasing access
to information, higher logistics
costs and slower time to market.
Difficulty in accessing real-time
information makes it much
harder to identify, quantify,
prioritize and mitigate risk for
better decision making while
multiple stakeholders end up
increasing the cycle time. There is
also the issue with quality further
down the supply chain.
In order to make globalization
truly work, OEMs and tier 1
suppliers are shifting focus to
developing sectors like India that
have the capacity to expand and
vertically integrate stages of the
supply chain, streamlining
critical processes to achieve
efficiency and reduce time to
market. They are also looking
at suppliers who can take on
greater development risk and
be held accountable for quality.
Effective communication with
suppliers is an important aspect
of a globalized supply chain that
OEMs are working on to ensure
growth and sustainability.
While leveraging the benefits
of a globalization, OEMs can
work on integrating stages of the
supply chain through strategic
partnerships and acquisitions
that can help consolidate their
operations and provide just the
right balance to ensure a smooth
flight.
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Make in India: Still on Track

Make in India and related
initiatives helped India
rise 42 places on the World
Bank’s Ease of Doing business
index, 32 places World
Economic Forum’s Global
Competitiveness Index, and
19 notches in the Logistics
Performance Index

M

ake in India, covering
25 sectors of the
economy,
was
launched by the Government
of India on September 25, 2014
to encourage companies to
manufacture their products in
India and also increase their
investment. As per the current
policy, 100 % Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) is permitted in
all 25 sectors, except for Space
industry (74%), defence industry
(49%) and Media of India (26%).
After the launch, India received
investment commitments worth
Rs 16.40 lakh crore (USD 230
billion) and investment inquiries
worth Rs 1.5 lakh crore (USD21
billion) between September
2014 to February 2016. As a
result, India emerged as the
top destination globally in 2015
for foreign direct investment
(FDI), surpassing the USA and
China, with USD 60.1 billion FDI.
Several states launched their
own Make in India initiatives,
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such as Make in Odisha, Vibrant
Gujarat, Happening Haryana
and Magnetic Maharashtra. India
received USD 60 billion FDI in FY
2016-17.
This
initiative
converges,
synergises and enables other
important Government of India
schemes, such as Bharatmala,
Sagarmala, Dedicated Freight
Corridors, Industrial corridors,
UDAN-RCS, Bharat Broadband
Network, Digital India.
India jumped to 77th place
out of 190 countries in the
World Bank’s 2018 Ease of Doing
Business Index. Earlier, India had
jumped to 100th place out of 190
countries in the World Bank’s 2017

Ease of Doing Business Index,
from 130th in 2016. In February
2017, the government appointed
the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) and the
National Productivity Council
“to sensitise actual users and
get their feedback on various
reform measures”. As a result,
now there is competition among
the states of India to improve
their current ranking on the ease
of doing business index based
on the completion percentage
scores on 98-point action plan
for business reform under make
in India initiative. Early in 2018,
Telangana, Haryana, Odisha,
Chhattisgarh and West Bengal

(44.35%) are the top five states.
The campaign was designed
by Wieden+Kennedy, with the
launch of a web portal and
release of brochures on the 25
sectors, after foreign equity caps,
norms and procedures in various
sectors were relaxed, including
application of manufacturing
application
made
available
online and the validity of licenses
was increased to three years.
“Zero Defect Zero Effect” slogan
was coined by Prime Minister
of India, Narendra Modi, to
emphasize on the production
mechanism
that
produces
products with no defects with
no adverse environmental and

ecological effects.
Defence manufacturing
India and Russia have deepened
their Make in India defence
manufacturing
cooperation
by signing agreements for the
construction of naval frigates,
KA-226T twin-engine utility
helicopters (joint venture (JV)
to make 60 in Russia and 140 in
India), BrahMos cruise missile
(JV with 50.5% India and 49.5%
Russia). A defence deal was
signed during Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s visit to Russia

in December 2015 which will
see the Kamov Ka-226 multirole helicopter being built in
India. It was widely seen as the
first defence deal to be actually
signed under the Make in India
campaign.
In August 2015, Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL) began
talks with Russia’s Irkut Corp
to transfer technology of 332
components of the Sukhoi Su30MKI fighter aircraft under the
Make in India program. These
components, also called line
replacement units (LRUs) refer

to both critical and non-critical
components and fall into four
major heads such as Radio and
Radar; Electrical & Electronics
System; Mechanical System and
Instrument System.
Lockheed Martin announced
in February 2016 its plans to
manufacture F-16 in India,
although it did not announce
any time frame. In February 2017,
Lockheed stated that it intended
to manufacture the F-16 Block-70
aircraft with a local partner in
India, if the Indian Air Force
agreed to purchase the aircraft.
Boeing announced setting up

a factory to assemble fighter
planes, either the Apache or
Chinook defence helicopter in
India, as well as the manufacture
of F/A-18 Super Hornet.
In May 2018, the Indian Army
announced a Rs 50,000 crore
(USD 7.0 billion) ammunition
production project to be
implemented in phases over a 10year period. Under the project, 11
private firms will manufacture
and supply ammunition for the
Army’s tanks, rockets, air defence
system, artillery guns, infantry
combat
vehicles,
grenade
launchers and other field

Signal Generators
up to 40 GHz

— Low Phase noise
— High frequency stability

Vector Network Analyzers
up to 26.5 GHz

— 145 dB dynamic range (1 IF filter)
— Pulse measurement

Spectrum Analyzers
up to 50 GHz

— Low DANL
— Noise measurement
Official distributor
VigVen Tech
sales@vigven.com

VIGVEN TECH MARK Pvt Ltd.
#26, RBI Colony, 2nd Main, Ananda Nagar, Bangalore 560 024
sales@vigven.com
+91-80-2333-9220 / +91-80-2354-1313

www.vigven.com
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Naval Forces Sailing to
Hi-tech Horizons

Most modern
technologies are being
deployed by maritime
forces against seaborne threats and
protection of sea lines
of communication.
A glance at some
recent developments

N

avies
around
the
world
have
been
constantly engaged in
modernising their technologies.
Recent innovations include day
/ night panoramic surveillance
system, identification sensors,
lethal and non-lethal effectors,
augmented reality and decisionmaking system.
Another area where technology
has been introduced is additive
manufacturing of propellers
which allows for superior
performances in terms of weight,
fuel economy, power output and
acoustic levels. Cybersecurity of
products and services is another
area
witnessing
large-scale
development.
Several advanced navies are
setting up ‘Control Rooms’
for improved integration of
subsystems into the combat
system, greater automation
promoting high added- value
tasks and simplification.
Around the world, innovative
robotic technologies are also
being set up for the maritime
industry. It is pointed out that
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with the introduction of a variety
of new robotic technologies,
robots would soon carry out
several important jobs both at
sea and on shore.
Some among them are fire
fighter robots developed by
Naval
Research
Laboratory
in collaboration with Virginia
Tech and other US universities;
Hull Cleaning Robots that help
in higher fuel efficiency and
reductions of carbon-dioxide
emissions; Robot Ship Inspectors
which carry out inspection of
huge cargo ships for cracks,
corrosion or any wear to ensure
that they comply with rising
safety standards; and Anti-Piracy
Robots which will fight against
maritime piracy. The dumbbellsized robot can be fired from
cannon within 5 seconds and
can survive throws up to 120
feet. Its magnetic wheels help it
to crawl on the ship’s hull before
it reaches the deck. It can be
controlled by joystick from the
nearby command center. The
robots can keep eye on piracy
activities using its cameras that
can see even in darkness using
infrared camera.
Robotic Vessels are yet another
innovation - Rolls-Royce recently
released designs of unmanned
remote-controlled cargo ships.
Moreover, a robotic unmanned
surface vehicle (USV) has been
developed by US Navy to sweep
across the ocean to detect mines
using magnetic and acoustic

technologies namely Unmanned
Influence Sweep System (UISS).
Singapore
The Navies in Asia too are
equipping themselves with
modern weaponry. For instance,
Republic of Singapore Navy
(RSN), the naval component of
the Singapore Armed Forces
(SAF), works for the defence of
Singapore against sea-borne
threats and protection of its
sea lines of communication by
adopting modern technology.
Singapore’s Ministry of Defence
(MINDEF) signed a contract
to procure two new Type
218SG attack submarines from
ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems
in November 2013. The first
submarine will be delivered to
the Singapore Navy in 2020. In
May 2017 in conjunction with
Singapore’s first international
maritime
review
and
International Maritime Defence
Exhibition and Conference the
Singapore’s Ministry of Defence
announced that two more Type
218SG attack submarines from
ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems
will be purchased making the
total of four new submarines
from the initial two.
Ships of the Singapore Navy
include the MV Swift Rescue.
The Formidable class multirole stealth frigates are the
latest platforms to enter into
service with the RSN, and are
multi-mission derivatives of
the French Navy’s La Fayette

class frigate. On January 30,
2013, MINDEF awarded ST
Engineering a contract for the
design and build eight vessels of
the Independence-class littoral
mission vessels, known as Littoral
Mission Vessel (LMV) to replace
the Fearless-class patrol vessels.
The
Endurance
class
amphibious transport docks
are the biggest class of ships in
the RSN. They were designed
and built locally by ST Marine
to replace the old County class
tank landing ships (LST). Each
ship is fitted with a well dock that
can accommodate four landing
craft and a flight deck that can
accommodate two medium lift
helicopters.
The RSN also operates the
Protector unmanned surface
vehicles. They were deployed
together with the Endurance
class landing platform dock
ships to the North Persian Gulf
for peacekeeping operations
in 2005, where they performed
surveillance and reconnaissance,
as well as force protection duties
for more than eight hours at a go.
Singapore hosts IMDEX Asia, a
biennial international defence
show and one of the major
events in the global naval and
maritime security calendar. The
upcoming edition of IMDEX Asia
will be held at Changi Exhibition
Centre during May 14-16, 2019.
Malaysia
Royal Malaysian Navy is another
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strong maritime force in the
region. It began modernization
in the 1980s by purchasing four
Laksamana class corvettes from
Italy. In 2013, Malaysia announced
the purchasing of six Maharaja
Lela class frigates.
Two Scorpène-class submarines
were ordered by the RMN on
June 5, 2002 under a €1.04 billion
contract. The two Scorpène
submarines were built jointly by
the French shipbuilder, DCNS,
and its Spanish partner, Navantia.
They are armed with Blackshark
wire-guided torpedoes and
Exocet SM-39 sub-launched antiship missiles.
THALES Naval Division was
selected as the contractor of
Malaysia’s Service Life Extension
Programme (SLEP) involving
the Kasturi-class corvettes[39]
– KD Kasturi, KD Lekir and
two Mahamiru (Lerici)-class
minehunters – KD Mahamiru, KD
Ledang.
The Malaysian government
is also planning to increase
the total of helicopters for the
Royal Malaysian Navy with
either AW-159, Sikorsky MH60R Seahawk or the Airbus
Helicopters H225M. In 2016,
an Italian-aerospace defence
company, the Finmeccanica,
signed a teaming agreement
with Malaysian-defence vehicle
company, the Global Komited, to
jointly distribute AgustaWestland
AW159 helicopters.
Meanwhile,
Malaysia
also
launched a program to procure
a new class of the modern
frigate. The program is called
Second Generation Patrol Vessel
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(SGPV). In 2014, Malaysia signed
a contract agreement worth
MYR9 billion (USD 2.2 billion)
which was awarded to Boustead
Naval Shipyard (BNS) to build six
frigates under SGPV program.
The ship will be built based
on the Gowind 2500 corvette
designed by French shipbuilder
DCNS.
In 2016, Malaysia and China
agreed to jointly develop a
littoral mission ship where two
ships will be built in China by
China Shipbuilding & Offshore
International Co (CSOC), the
rest will be built in Malaysia by
local company Boustead Naval
Shipyard. A total of 18 ships of
this class are planned. The first
ship will be delivered by 2019, the
second and third by 2020 and the
fourth by 2021 for the first batch.
China
The People’s Liberation Army
Navy (PLAN) is the naval branch
of the People’s Liberation Army
(PLA), the armed forces of the
People’s Republic of China.
The PLAN force consists of
approximately 250,000 men and
over a hundred major combat
vessels, organized into three
fleets: the North Sea Fleet, the
East Sea Fleet, and the South Sea
Fleet.
Most of the naval weapon
systems used by the PLAN were
developed prior to 1990. The
naval weaponry of the PLAN is
based on three tiers: artillery,
torpedoes, and missiles, each
geared to a specific threat range
and type.
The adoption of the missile, like

in most navies, has completely
revolutionized Chinese naval
capabilities and tactics. Also,
there has been growing attention
given to ASW (application
software),
electronic
and
airborne weaponry.
Current ship artillery systems
of PLAN include the anti-aircraft
weapons AK-630, Type 730 CIWS,
H/PJ76A automatic twin 37 mm
enclosed gun mount, Type 76A
automatic twin 37 mm enclosed
gun mount, Type 76F automatic
twin 37 mm enclosed gun mount
and Type 76 automatic twin 37
mm open gun mount, among
others.
China until very recently has
mostly lacked a Close In Weapons
Systems (CIWS) system. The
Russian built Sovremenny class
destroyers that were purchased
in a 1996 deal gave China its first
CIWS capability.
After China normalized its
relationship with the former
Soviet Union and then Russia, the
importation of Russian missiles
resumed, and a new generation
of Russian anti-ship missiles have
been imported, including the
supersonic SS-N-22 and Kh-31,
Klub-S, (the Russian equivalent
of the anti-shipping version of
American BGM-109 Tomahawk),
and AS-20 Uran.
The PLAN inventory includes a
mixture of foreign and domestic
missiles, and Russia has been the
largest foreign provider.
Supersonic anti-ship missiles
have been a key development
in China. The Russian ramjet SSN-22 Sunburn is operated by
China on board its Sovremenny

class destroyers. Its high velocity
supersonic approach and its
large warhead make the SS-N22 a valuable weapon for the
PLAN. China has also long sought
to produce its own supersonic
and eventually hypersonic antiship system since the 1980s.
High speed missiles are seen
as the most effective means of
attacking modern warships.
Only Russia, China and India
(with BrahMos, which was codeveloped with Russia) have so
far successfully developed and
deployed such weapons.
China
has
developed
a
miniature SAS for autonomous
underwater vehicles (AUVs)
too. It was developed by the
Information and Communication
Engineering Research Institute of
Zhejiang University as part of one
of the Project 985 programs.
Several unmanned underwater
vehicle (UUV)s have been
confirmed in Chinese service,
including
8A4
ROUVs,
RECON-IV ROUVs, 7B8 ROUVs,
Goldfish class ROUVs and HR-01
ROUV, among others.
The current quality and
capability of PLAN weaponry has
improved significantly, and PLAN
is now shedding its obsolescence
and catching up with Western
standards. Reports have said that
future PLAN weapon systems
would include land attack cruise
missiles, stealthy hypersonic
missiles, armed ship-launched
UAVs, anti-radiation missiles and
land-based anti-ship ballistic
missiles, EMP bombs, long-range
artillery systems, super-speed
torpedoes and improved mines.

Nicomatic to launch
AMM at Aero India

N

icomatic is a designer
and manufacturer of
Innovative Connector
in the field of High Precision
Components & Systems. It is a
fully Integrated company for all
process of Conceptualization,
Design & Production for Harsh
Environments.
The company has started
production in India and will
launch the new AMM at Aero

India 2019, on 21 st February at
Hall AB 1.31 as part of the Make
in India initiative. Nicomatic has a
young work force .
Mr.Paul Nicollin ,founder of the
company says that “The baseline

for all our products is Quality,
Quality & our passion for Quality”.
With this background, the
company is launching the first
made in India product, AMMthe 1 mm pitch connector,
which will cater to the industry
requirements of Miniaturization
as well as Harsh environment
because of its high reliability.
This product stands out for its
compact size, light weight, low
profile, high quality performance
& short Delivery time. It is
designed & tested as per
MIL-DTL-83513G
Some
of
its
features
:

MOTS(Military Off the Shelf) , 24
H Lead Time, EASY Customisation
Current Rating: 4.8Amps upto 20
pins
Temp: -65 to 200 dec C
Mating/Unmating Cycles: 1000
Shock resistance: 100G
Light weight is gold in Avionics
so using LCP material.
It is 40% Compact & 60% lighter
than micro-D connectors.
Nicomatic is associated with
various DRDO Labs including
LRDE, RCI, DRDL, ADE, IRDE,
ARDE, and BEL, HAL, BDL, Tata,
L&T, Indus, Honeywell, Tonbo,
Bitmapper etc .

THE ULTIMATE
IN CORROSION
PROTECTION

THE ONLY CLEAR
NYLON EPOXY
POLYMER
CHROMEEFREE
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Mastery in Complete
Design Solutions

J

etAvi
Engineering
Private Limited, a fully
owned
subsidiary
of
HEICO Aerospace Corporation,
established in 2004, provides
engineering,
sourcing,
documentation and dimension
inspection (metrology) services
to its customers around the
world. JetAvi supports HEICO
Aerospace
Corporation’s
requirements for designing
new products, documentation
services and metrology services.
Based in Bengaluru, JetAvi has

been providing quality service
with tailored solutions that
conform to all aspects of its
customers’ requirements.
JetAvi
provides
complete
design solutions in CAD/CAM
using AutoCAD and SolidWorks
including modeling, legacy
conversion, detailing, drafting,
etc. JetAvi designs in excess of
25% of new, highly engineered,
FAA-approved HEICO parts each
year. The company has expertise
in all aspects of design including
materials selection, setting of

datum, geometric dimensioning
and tolerancing, stacking of
tolerancing for assemblies and
special processes callout for
NDT, heat treatment, plating,
etc. The AS9100 certified design
processes and methodology
are honed by over 60 years of
engineering excellence at HEICO.
By combining state-of-theart technologies, a team of
highly skilled members, JetAvi,
an AS9100D and NABL ISO/
IEC 17025 certified company,
offers dimensional inspection
(metrology) services to the
aerospace,
medical
and
automotive industries as well as
supporting HEICO Aerospace’s
requirements for new product
design, documentation services
and global sourcing.
The
company’s
service
offerings include Dimensional
Measurement Service, Design
and development of mechanical,

electrical and electromechanical
aerospace pats, and Generation
of 3D models and CAD drawings
using AutoCAD, Solidworks
JetAvi has a well-equipped
metrology lab with latest
measuring equipment such as
CMM, VMM, Profile Projector,
Countorugraph, Height Gauges,
and various hand tools and is
proficient in the measurement
of metals, plastics, elastomers,
ceramics,
and
composites
components. JetAvi metrology
services include New Product
Development
Measurements,
Reverse
Engineering
Measurements,
First
Article
Inspection (FAI), Production
Inspection, Source Inspection,
Documentation and Reporting.
To date, JetAvi Metrology Lab has
successfully completed over 1000
projects, primarily for aerospace
customers.

Zuken E3 SeriesWire Harness Tool of Choice

Z

uken India Pvt. Ltd. works globally with leading companies
to optimise their electrical and electronic engineering design
and related manufacturing processes through the provision of
leading edge software and consulting services. The company’s unique
combination of proven experience, technological expertise and agility
creates best in class solutions. Its transparent working practices and
belief in integrity in all aspects of business produces long-lasting and
successful customer partnerships.
Zuken provides a number of design solutions that can respond
flexibly to the needs of automotive OEMs and suppliers that operate
diverse development processes and supply chains.
E3.series is Zuken’s electrical and fluid engineering solution. E3 Series
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Mil/Aero Edition is Zuken’s Wire harness and control system design and
documentation solution for the aerospace industry. E3.series is used
in numerous aerospace companies for documenting and detailing
electrical systems, wire harnesses and fluid designs. Its flexibility
supports the whole design process, from definition and design
through manufacturing and maintenance and its unique architecture
ensures that all stages are fully synchronised.
Zuken India Pvt Ltd
Salarpuria Cambridge Mall, Ground Floor – “A”
No. 9 Cambridge Road, Ulsoor, Bengaluru : 560 008
T: + 91 80 4662 1100 | F: + 91 80 4662 1115 | Web : www.zuken.co.in

ANANTH TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
AN AS-9100D & ISO 9001:2015 CERTIFIED COMPANY

Committed Partner for Indian Aerospace & Defence Programs

➢ Inception in 1992
➢ Indigenous solution provider
➢ India’s
premier
private
defense and space player
➢ Avionics Design, Fabrication
and Qualification
➢ Class 100K Clean Room with
SMT production lines
➢ In-house environmental test
facilities

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Telemetry Systems
Data acquisition & processing
Onboard Computers
Control systems & actuators
Inertial Navigation
Power management systems
Radar Signal processing
Laser and optics
NavIC receivers
Simulators & ATE’s
First “Make in India”
JOINT VENTURE OF

ANANTH TECHNOLOGIES LTD
HYDERABAD, INDIA
&

JSC KRET, RUSSIA
•
•

Maintenance, Repair & overhaul of Russian Helicopters
EW Systems & PODS
For further details contact
Dr. SUBBA RAO PAVULURI

Ananth Info Park, Plot No: 39, Hitec City, Phase-II, Madhapur, HYDERABAD – 500 081
Phone : 040 – 6615 6615; Fax : +91-40-6615 6531

E-mail : subbarao@ananthtech.com; mail@ananthtech.com
Website: www.ananthtech.com; www.spaceera.in
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Two Decades of Excellence
in Thermal Engineering

Leading in reed
relay design

L

ast year, Pickering Interfaces, the manufacturer of modular
signal switching and simulation products for use in electronic
test and verification, launched a new generation of 1Amp
PXI matrices that deliver twice the density of competing modules.
Developments made by sister company, Pickering Electronics to
its reed relay product range enabled Pickering interfaces to get a
performance advantage over its rivals.
Pickering Interfaces offers the largest range of switching and
simulation products for PXI, LXI, and PCI applications. Its products
are specified in test systems worldwide and have a reputation for
providing excellent reliability and value. Its latest, robust, BRIC™ (40559) large PXI matrix modules offer up to 4,096 crosspoints. Matrices
are available in 2, 4, or 8-slot PXI sizes and are used in many industries
including automotive ECU and semiconductor package testing.
The key to this significant increase in capability is Pickering
Electronics’ continual innovation of the reed relay, still the critical
building block for PXI matrices. Pickering has pioneered many
developments in reed relay design, including screening against
interference and a coil construction which enables product
miniaturisation.
With the new BRIC PXI matrix range, Pickering Interfaces wanted to
create a product that would enable a complete Functional ATE system
to be housed in a single 3U PXI chassis and allow the use of lower cost
8/14-slot PXI chassis. Model 40-559 matrices are designed with builtin, high-performance screened analogue busing to minimize the cost
and complexity of cable assemblies to the device under test.
Previous generation PXI modules use Pickering Electronics’ series
117 reed relays, which, when launched, were the smallest products
available on the market, with a footprint measuring 6.86 x 3.81 mm
(9.78mm high) and switching up to 0.5 Amp, 5 Watts. To achieve the
doubling in switching density required for the new matrices, Pickering
Electronics produced the new 120 series reed relay that has a footprint
of just 4mm by 4mm switching up to 1 Amp, 20 Watts.
Pickering Interfaces provides a standard three-year warranty and
guaranteed long-term product support on all its products. This means
that the reed switches that it uses must also be of a very high quality.

K S SUDHAKARAN
CMD,
Sanpar Industries Pvt.Ltd.

E

stablished in 1994, Sanpar Industries Pvt.Ltd. dwells in the
area of Thermal Engineering, continues its successful journey
over the last two decades. The projects contributing to
the aerospace ecosystem have been main focus of Sanpar and the
company is on the path of innovation to suit the best use of aerospace
projects across the globe.
Sanpar started with the design and manufacturing of Energy
Conserving Products to contribute to Indian industry. Sanpar vests its
energy to deliver innovative solutions for the treatment of compressed
air. The technical innovation in the design and manufacture of
Compressed Air Treatment Systems, Industrial Cooling System and
Advanced Cooling Systems, have changed the industry perception,
armed with impeccable product quality.
Thermal Engineering being the core competence, the company
developed numerous products including Airborne Compact Liquid
Cooling System with Integrated Heat Exchanger for the LCA – Tejas
for the AESA Radar. It has been tagged and certified by CEMILAC and
approved by Directorate General of Aeronautical Quality Assurance
(DGAQA).
Airborne Heat Exchangers include Compact Brazed Heat Exchangers,
Cold Plates and Heat Sinks. The company also makes Airborne Fluid
Conveyance System for the Latest AEW&C developed by DRDO. Fluid
Fittings for all airborne applications are machined out of Aluminium,
CRES & Titanium with sizes ranging from -3 to -48. Its Airborne
Sensor Suite, comprising temperature, pressure and flow Sensors and
Airborne Liquid Filters – ATF / Coolant / Hydraulic
Sanpar has been associating with its clientele-national and
international - thus working together in developing the most energyefficient, compact & lightweight systems that pushes the envelope
of technology. The company also takes forward the government’s
initiative of Make In India in the process.

Visit Aeromag
Hall - F 1.61
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Enti Innovations partners
with Shtula Metal-G

MoU signed between Enti Innovations and Shtula Metal G on November 29, 2018

E

nti
Innovations,
the
focused
new-age
engineering
services
organisation in India has forged a
partnership with Shtula Metal-G,
an approved supplier for the
Ministry of Defencce and the
Israel Aerospace Industry to
create value in aerospace and
defence sectors in both the
countries through cross-border

joint ventures with emphasis
on international markets and
expanding the global footprint.
Enti Innovations is a robust
design and product development
organisation with deep domain
expertise exceeding 100-person

years in aerospace, defence
and automotive sectors. Enti
Innovations provides end-toend design to manufacturing
capability
leveraging
the
strengths of the group company,
Legend Technologies, an AS
9100D certified organisation
recognised
for
design,
manufacture
and
servicing
of assembly jigs and tools;
components and assemblies for
aerospace projects; and high
precision slip-rings for space
vehicles and other applications.
Shtula Metal-G with a track
record of over 50 years and
significant
investments
in
state-of-the-art machinery and
equipment specialises in carrying
out projects for defence-oriented
industries in Israel and overseas,
with its globally diversified
client-base including the Ministry
of Defence, Israel Aerospace
Industries, Rafael Advanced
Defense Systems, Plasan Sasa,
Spirit Aerospace, ISA, Elbit,
Mobat, TAUVEX and Elta.
Enti-Shtula
will
enhance

the deep understanding of
the complex geopolitical and
strategic challenges between
two countries to nurture
the business in the strategic
aerospace and defence sectors.
This partnership will capitalise
on both nations’ capabilities,
innovation
and
talent
contribution to manufacturing
needs with Shthula’s world-class
competitiveness
capabilities,
skills and competitive cost
arrangements.
This partnership will enhance
the manufacturing capabilities
of high-tech parts of aircraft,
engines, jets, missiles, UAVs,
amongst other aerospace and
defence equipment in the shortterm, and strategically contribute
to major aerospace projects
in India, Israel and worldwide.
The collaboration will focus on
emerging markets to satisfy local
requirements including offset
obligations, technology sharing
and domestic product and
generate additional employment.
This combined strength will

deliver higher business value to
the Indian Manufacturing Sector,
particularly the aerospace and
defence industry.
Charting out the relationship of
the two companies, Dr. Enti Ranga
Reddy, CEO, Enti Innovations
said “Enti-Shtula is strongly
committed to contributing to the
Make-in-India policy based on
globally recognised partnerships
with significant investments.”
Offir, CEO Shtula said “As
we
move
ahead,
Shtula
will help Enti deliver highquality and aggresive timeto-market solutions, with the
combined initiative delivering
greater outcomes leveraging
the strengths of both the
organizations.”
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Avi-Oil set to be a Bigger Player
in Civil Aviation sector

V K Mathew
CEO, Avi-Oil
Avi Oil is a leading supplier of
high-performance lubricants for
sea, land and air forces. Could
you shed some light on to your
operations in defence and
aerospace sector?
Avi-Oil was founded in 1993 as
a joint venture between Indian
Oil, NYCO and Balmer Lawrie,
specifically to ensure selfreliance in the strategic area of
military lubricants for the Indian
defence forces. Since then, AviOil has been supplying high
performance aviation lubricants
to the Defence Services including
the Air Force, Navy and the Army.
The products of Avi-Oil
include a wide range of high
performance
aero-engine
oils, hydraulic fluids, greases,
protectives, and specialities
designed to meet stringent
requirements of operations
over a wide temperature range.
These critical products have
been evaluated by various
approving agencies abroad
responsible for qualification
of aviation lubricants. Avi-Oil
is registered with DirectorateGeneral of Aeronautical Quality
Assurance (DGAQA), as an
eligible manufacturer of aviation
lubricants.
Companies like Hindustan
Aeronautics Ltd. (HAL), Indian
Space Research Organisation
(ISRO),
BrahMos
Aerospace
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and various other industries
including Ordnance Factories
and the Defence Research &
Development Organisation look
to Avi-Oil to support them in
their requirement of lubricants.
The rapid growth of civil
aviation has put extreme
pressure on the existing civil
aviation infrastructure. As a
result, the thrust is now on
modernisation
of
airports,
communications,
navigation
and surveillance systems for air
traffic management, radars and
facilities for Maintenance Repair
and Overhaul of aircraft and sub
systems. We have historically not
been very active in this sector
but are preparing ourselves to
foray into this area.
What are the various products
offered by Avi Oil in civil aviation
sector?
Avi-Oil offers a comprehensive
range of Turbine oils, hydraulic
fluids, multi-purpose greases
and lubricants for helicopters,
business jets and aircraft.
We offer high performance
products as well as cost-effective,
customised solutions to meet the
needs of our customers.
Our Products are approved by
major OEMs like Safran, CFM, GE,
Rolls Royce, Pratt & Whitney, and
Pratt & Whitney Canada etc. and
air framers like Airbus, Boeing,
Bombardier, ATR, Eurocoptor,

“Avi-Oil’s thrust for growth in the future will
focus on the Civil Aviation and the Industrial &
Automotive segments. In Civil Aviation the market
is expanding rapidly, and we would like to take
benefit of the growing opportunities arising out
of this. In the Industrial & automotive sector, the
use of synthetics in lubricants is currently very low.
This is an evolving market and we expect to play a
major part in this arena as and when the industry
develops into a market with a higher share of
synthetics. The industry is certainly changing and
we have seen this happen globally and it is only a
question of time when this happens in India too,”
said V K Mathew, CEO, Avi-Oil. In an interview with
Aeromag, he talks about the company’s future plans.
Dasault Aviation, Embraer and
many others.
In India, Avi-Oil is approved by
the Directorate General of Civil
Aviation (DGCA) under Section 2,
Category ‘E’ of CAR.
For Power Plant applications,
we have the Turbonycoil range
of synthetic turbine oils designed
specifically to meet the stringent
requirements
of
aircrafts
powered by turbine engines. We
have the Hydraunycoil range of
Hydraulic fluids (both synthetic
and mineral based) for shock
strut applications.
We have the Nycogrease GN
greases for various Airframe and
Landing applications like Landing
Gears, wheel bearings, antiseize assembly and dismantling
compounds and other multipurpose applications. We also
have Nycolube synthetic and
mineral lubricating oils for
instruments,
transmissions,
protective fluids and general
applications.
Could you talk about your
products and services for ground
gas turbines, industrial and
automotive applications?
Avi-Oil provides tried and
tested products for the efficient
lubrication of marine and
industrial
aero-derivative
ground gas turbines. These high
performance turbine oils are
dedicated to aero-derivative

gas turbine performance, with
excellent thermal oxidation
stability, engine cleanliness
and superior lubricity. Our
aero-derivative
gas
turbine
oils, Turbonycoil 600 and
Turbonycoil 640 cover the
gamut of operations in the
Power Generation (simple and
combined cycle, cogeneration
etc.), oil & gas applications and
marine propulsion.
Turbonycoil 600 is the standard
grade turbine oil used for GE LM
series, Avon & RB 211 engines.
Turbonycoil 640 is designed for
high temperature equipment.
We also have in our portfolio
Turbonycoil 321 which is an
analogue of MS-8p for the
majority of Russian designed
gas turbines (Mashproekt) and
Turbonycoil 210 A which an
analogue of the Russian type
IPM-10
In the Industrial & Automotive
sectors, there is a growing
interest for high-performance
lubricants driven by extending
drain intervals and longer
lifetimes,
better
resistance
to ageing, improved energy
efficiency and fuel economy.
Consideration of environmental
impact is also gaining ground.
Conventional
mineral
oil
based lubricants have certain
limitations in achieving these.
Hence new technologies like
synthetic oils (including esters)

are preferred.
We manufacture a range of
products with various ester
technologies having a primary
focus on polyol and complex
esters that we promote to
the oil companies for their
synthetic formulations. We also
have a few fully formulated
products in our portfolio.
One example is the synthetic
dielectric fluid.

become a bigger participant in
the Civil Aviation sector and in
the long term we hope to play
a major part in the Industrial &
Automotive segment making
us one of the leading synthetic
players in the country.

Please share with us your
vision and priorities for AviOil. What are the goals to be
achieved this year?
While our initial objective
of ensuring the nation’s selfreliance in the strategic area of
Aviation Lubricants has largely
been met, we have to now look
forward to the future. In this

How do you look at Aero
India 2019 as a platform to seek
new business opportunities?
What are highlights of your
company’s participation in this
year’s show?
Aero India is the premier
platform in India for the
Aeronautics
and
Defence
community. Aero India is now
acknowledged to be one of
the best Air shows and Aviation
exhibitions in the world. We
would like to take advantage
of this confluence of Industry

dynamic scenario, while our
mission continues to ensure
the Defence forces requirement
of Aviation Lubricants are met
locally, we have other sectors
opening up as well.
Our thrust for growth in the
future will focus on the Civil
Aviation and the Industrial
& Automotive segments. In
Civil Aviation the market is
expanding rapidly, and we
would like to take benefit of the
growing opportunities arising
out of this.
In the Industrial & automotive
sector, the use of synthetics
in lubricants is currently very
low. This is an evolving market
and we expect to play a major
part in this arena as and when
the industry develops into a
market with a higher share
of synthetics. The industry is
certainly changing and we
have seen this happen globally
and it is only a question of time
when this happens in India too.
Our short term plans are
to consolidate our existing
business with the Defence
forces in India and drive up
the financial indicators of
Turnover and profitability. In
the medium term we hope to

experts and decision makers to
showcase our prowess in this
strategic arena.
While we will be present
at this exhibition through
our booth where we will be
displaying our products, we
look forward to welcoming our
customers to our booth as well
as having meetings with them.
Our team of Sales and Technical
experts will be available for
discussions.
We have just celebrated
our 25th anniversary and this
is an excellent occasion to
reiterate our commitment
to the vision of Self-reliance
in Aviation Lubricants to the
Indian Defence Forces. We
have also recently refreshed
our brand and this will be
an ideal opportunity to rollout our new logo to our
customers and demonstrate
our continuous efforts to
support the concept of `Make
in India’ with our state-of-theart manufacturing facility and
best – in – class lab facilities
to the defence, civil aviation,
industrial and automotive
sectors by providing these high
performance products at their
doorstep.
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Offering Value-Added
MRO services

IM MRO specialises in the material needs of aero and land turbine companies
worldwide by offering material management solutions for consumable materials
and innovative component repair products. AIM MRO differentiates itself from other
suppliers by offering “one stop shop” for Gas Turbine OEM’s, component repair manufacturing
shops and technical support for all the products it supplies.
AIM MRO is a global company with more than 50% of its sales to customers outside of North
America and the services are provided through its offices in Singapore, UK and Germany and
representation by Maxon Engineering in India.
The company has a wide range of products that are used in the service and overhaul of gas
turbines. It supplies major OEMs and third party service providers with the direct materials
they need. Material offerings include: braze preforms, pastes, tapes, powders, thermal spray
powders; weld wire; sheet metal details; protection masking for thermal spray, grit blast, and
shot peen.
AIM MRO provides its customers with engineering solutions in addition to its full bill
of material capability. It offers several analytical or consultative services such as: Repair
Development, Preform Design, and Engineered Product Solutions.
AIM MRO has cultivated a strong presence in the materials supply chain of Maintenance,
Repair and Overhaul companies in the turbine industry. The AIM MRO engineering team works
with the overhaul and repair and provides complete technical support on the products it offer.

LCH Completes Weapon Trials

T

he Light Combat Helicopter (LCH) indigenously designed and developed by HAL
achieved a milestone by successfully carrying out air to air missile firing on a moving
aerial target. During the tests conducted in integrated test range at Chandipur, Odisha
recently, Wg Cdr Subash P John, VM (Retd), test pilot, Col Ranjit Chitale, (Retd), Flight Test
Engineer from HAL and Gp Capt Rajeev Dubey, test pilot from IAF executed a flawless mission
and achieved a direct hit on the aerial target, destroying it completely.
R Madhavan, CMD-HAL says, this is the first time in the country that a helicopter has carried
out air to air missile engagement. None of the helicopters with the military services in the
country has demonstrated such a capability. With this, LCH has successfully completed all
weapon integration tests and is ready for operational induction, he adds.
Other weapons on LCH include a 20mm Turret gun and 70 mm Rockets, the firing trials of
which have already been completed last year.
LCH is the only attack helicopter in the world capable of operating at altitudes as high as
Siachen glacier. Designed and developed by Rotary Wing Research & Design Centre (RWRDC)
of HAL in response to the operational needs of Indian Armed Forces and its capabilities far
exceed that of contemporary attack helicopters of its class.
Equipped with Helmet mounted sight and a forward looking infrared sighting system, LCH
pilots can now detect and destroy any target on ground or in the air. Using these sights, pilots
can now launch a missile onto any target without having to turn the helicopter. The fire and
forget missile is effective against all types of aerial threat, including UAVs and microlight
aircraft. Capable of operating from dispersed locations and flying at ultra low levels, LCH can
now effectively provide a protective umbrella from all aerial threats.
The DAC has accorded approval for procurement of initial batch of 15 LCHs (10 for IAF and 5
for Army).

Printed and Published by , Sunny Jerome, Managing Editor, Aeromag Asia, Aerosun Media,
Aeronautical Society of India Building, Suranjandas Road, Off Old Madras Road,
Bangalore 560075. Karnataka.
Printed at Rashtrotthana Mudranalaya, 19/1, K.G.Nagar, Bangalore-19.
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MARPOSS AEROSPACE

YOUR WORK IN GOOD HANDS
Process monitoring
Documentation

MRO Tools

Process monitoring
Machine Protection
Fastner holes inspection

ONE PARTNER, MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS.
Marposs Aerospace produces tools for MRO inspection, assembly, and machining components used
for the aircraft engine. With thousands of tools manufactured and over 40 years of industry knowledge,
Marposs can do it all. Currently, Marposs Aerospace can be found in Mexico, China, and in the U.S.

www.marposs.com

MARPOSS
INDIA Pvt. Ltd. 147, Sector 7, IMT Manesar 122 050 - Tel. +91 124 4735700 | sales@in.marposs.com
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